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Fabliaux and the Question of Genre * 
Norris J. Lacy 
University of Kansas 
Generic questions are of capital importance for the medievalist, not 
least because our own notion of 'genre' is a post-medieval invention l 
- a fact that should make us look with some skepticism upon the 
generic pronouncements made either by medieval authors or by 
critics. Zumthor, among others, expresses considerable distrust of the 
very term 'genre', although at times he'follows tradition and uses it 
for the sake of convenience. 2 It is true that any generic grouping 
inevitably entails some degree of distortion, as it emphasizes 
similarities among texts while blunting differences. To circumvent 
that difficulty we might in theory try to reject all groupings of works 
and simply speak of texts - individually. The advantage of such an 
approach would however be short-lived, since writers, readers and 
critics, who obviously need to categorize and compare works, would 
surely replace one set of labels by another. 
Whenever we deal with a text that does not coincide with our 
understanding of a particular genre, we inevitably react in one of two 
ways: we either exclude the text from the genre or we broaden the 
boundaries of the genre. The latter phenomenon, especially, is quite 
common for modern literature, from the eighteenth century to the 
present. Such works as Tristram Shandy, Finnegans Wake, A la 
recherche du temps perdu. or the nouveau roman all required us to 
rearrange the limits of the genre. But if we are more or less 
accustomed to the progressive extension of generic borders in modern 
literature, we tend to resist it for the Middle Ages. Despite frequent 
citical assertions to the contrary, we continue in practice to conceive 
of chansons de geste , romans , fabliaux , etc. as discrete generic 
entities, and where they appear to overlap or merge (as with a text 
like Huon de Bordeaux), we are likely to leave our generic 
conceptions intact and consider the particular work an anomaly. 
Problems of taxonomy constitute a particular affliction in fabliau 
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studies. both because of the contradictory generic pronouncements 
made in the texts themselves and also because of the tyranny of 
BOdier's definition, which is so thoroughly ingrained that it may by 
now shape the thinking even of many critics who consciously reject 
it. 3 No one accepts his definition as conclusive, everyone has 
something to add or to alter, but we continue to quote him and take 
him as a point of departure. There is hardly a study of the fabliaux 
that does not use his definition in one way or another. 
Even if we are able to leave Bedier aside, selious problems remain. 
We should note from the outset that the question we must answer is 
double: what did authors mean by the word 'fabliau'? and what texts 
are we to count as fabliaux? These are related questions, of course, but 
the relationship is by no means as close as it might appear. And it is 
just that connection that can cause some of the difficulty. 
In his recent book Les Fabliaux ; contes a rire du moyen age, 
Menard simply decides not to worry about the meaning of 'fabliaux' -
although it is not clear how he can write a book about the fabliaux 
without doing so (and, of course, his generic presuppositions are 
evident on every page, at least by implication).4 But he also makes a 
revealing comment about the problem of defining fabliaux; he points 
out (p.35) that we cannot properly define the genre without studying 
in detail every text that belongs to it - except that we can certainly 
not detennine which texts do belong to it without first defining the 
genre. And here is the circularity that confronts any critic who dares 
talk about genre; we choose texts that are fabliaux in order to decide 
what fabliaux are. If this circularity may sometimes be ignored or 
circumvented in practice, no one has, to my knowledge, managed to 
resolve it in theory. 
It appears now to be the vogue to work with self-nominated 
fabliaux (those which are designated as fabliaux by their own authors, 
or by scribes). Jodogne, Menard (in spite of his disclaimer), Noomen, 
and others do SO.5 The assumption is, of course, that while works not 
called fabliaux mayor may not be fabliaux, those so designated by 
the author certainly are, and it is from them that we can derive the 
characteristics of the genre. Presumably the characteristics thus 
isolated could then help us identify as fabliaux a certain number of 
texts not so-called.' 
It must be noted, however, that while such an approach might 
appear eminently sensible, the presupposition underlying it presents 
certain problems. First, it attributes to medieval authors a generic 
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precision which the study of texts themselves does not confirm: it is 
far from certain that authors really know the difference (assuming 
there is one) between fabliaux and dits, contes, exemples, fables, etc.' 
The fact that a number of the works that call themselves fabliaux also 
describe themselves as something else as well (either in another 
manuscript or in the same one) throws into doubt the assumption that 
the genre was sharply defined. Moreover, it is difficult to know how 
we might determine that a particular poem which calls itself both a 
fabliau and a dit is one instead of the other - or whelher it is both. 
This is a problem which Noomen sideSleps in his article 'Qu'eSl-ce 
qu'un fabliau?', pointing out only that 'fabliau' and 'Iai' appear to be 
mutually exclusive designations.s As for the other terms, he lists 
them and then ignores them. 
The firSl problem attending such an approach is thus our inability 
to know just how concrete and definite might have been the generic 
consciousness of the medieval author. To complicate matters further, 
we muSl consider at leaSl the possibility that an author, jf he did have 
a specific conception of genre, might intentionally misname a text for 
a particular purpose. That certainly happened in one direction, as 
when the author of La Borgoise d'Orliens calls it an aventure assez 
corcoise.9 I have elsewhere suggested that such a misnaming might 
contribute significantly to the comedy of a text , as the author 
establishes and then violates a generic 'contract' with his audience. 1o 
While it is less easy to demonstrate that the poet might intentionally 
call a non-fabliau a fabliau, we cannot know with certainty that he 
would not do so. In any event, authors (of whatever period) are rarely 
reliable guides to the study of their works, either in terms of 
interpretation or generic identification. 
There is, as I implied earlier, yet another difficulty, and perhaps the 
major one. As Clayton Koelb has noted, " we may be talking about 
two entirely distinct matters when we deal with generic tenninology. 
On the one hand, there is lexicography, the study of what a term may 
have meant at a certain time or to a certain author; on the other, there 
is the critical question concerning what texts we are going to 
designate as fabliaux. If these two questions are not always mutually 
exclusive, they are certainly not identical, and perhaps not even 
complementary. Trying to discover just what the thirteenth century 
meant by 'fabliau' may appear to be the proper and reasonable 
question, but it can in fact confuse the issue and distract us from 
functioning as critics and making basic judgments about literary 
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taxonomy. The fact that authors of fabliaux themselves used generic 
labels indicates not that those designations were necessarily accurate 
or valid, but only that the Middle Ages shared our need to categorize, 
label and compare. Not only may medieval usage have been 
imprecise. but it is of limited if any use in our attempts to understand 
what texts resemble each other sufficiently. and in what ways, to be 
studied together. 
The validity of using self-nominated fabliaux as the basis for 
taxonomic considerations is called into question not only by the 
distinction proposed by Koelb, but also by Noomen's own study, for 
he is obliged to describe a dozen of the seventy works in question as 
'fabliaux impropres' (p.427), works that call themselves fabliaux but 
are not really, or at least not entirely. Such a qualification casts 
considerable doubt on the reliability of self-nomination: if nearly 20 
per cent of the authors are acknowledged to be, at best, only partially 
right about their own works, we cannot be entirely confident about 
the others. If the authors of such works as Le Songe d'Enfer and De 
/upo el ariele had not called them fabliaux, no one would be likely to 
suspect them. Furthermore, the list of self-nominated fabliaux 
includes a good many that, by any measure, resemble one another less 
closely than do a good number of other poems. For example, were it 
not for the single word 'fableI' , Noomen would certainly not have 
given any attention to -3 single poem from Marie's I sopet - or else he 
would have given equal attention to dozens, if not all , of them. He 
would doubtless have noted first a work like De Vidua , a close 
analogue of a self-nominated fabliau, De celie qui se fist foutre sur/a 
fosse de son mari (MR, III, 118). 
But if self-nomination is not a reliable basis for generic decisions, 
we must either find another basis for them or else discard them 
entirely. Some possible points of departure may be found in a 
consideration of subject matter, of intent, of the external shape of the 
work. In fact, however, most of these approaches will prove to be of 
comparatively little help in establishing the fabliau corpus. 
One example of such a method is offered by Alfred Ewert, who 
insists that Marie de France's Equitan is a fai, and not what he calls a 
'mere fabliau' (my emphasis)." In explanation, he insists that Marie 
is concerned principally with the analysis of feelings. Even if we 
acknowledge that such an analysis is not the primary concern of 
fabliau authors and that they expend comparatively little time and 
effort on it, the distinction is at best a matter of degree. There is little 
t 
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reason to exclude Equitan from the fab liau corpus unless we also 
exclude a work such as La Veuve (MR, II, 197), in which the action 
is reduced to a minimum in order to describe the reactions or desires 
of the widow. Moreover, we cannot easily disregard the 'fabliau-Iike' 
action and the general tone of Equitan, which are such that few 
readers, unless told otherwise. would consider the poem to be a 
pretext for psychological analysis. In other words, discounting the 
action, the lone, and the fundamental character of the work, Ewert 
bases his judgment solely on Marie's supposed interest in feelings -
perhaps in an attempt to make this poem resemble her others. 
Nor can we reasonably base our definition on suppositions about 
the degree of humour or the degree of moralizing offered by a work. It 
is by no means obvious that in certain compositions traditionally 
assigned to the canon (e.g., Lai d'Aristote, MR, Y, 243; Du Vila in 
qui conquist paradis par plait, MR, III, 209; or Le Preudome qui 
rescolt son Compere de noier, MR, [,301) the humour is more 
important than the moralizing intent. Similarly unclear is the 
distinction between the moralizing of Le Preudome qui rescoff son 
Compere de noier (usually accepted as a fabliau) and that of the 'non-
fab liau' La Housse partie. Subjective judgments about how comic or 
how serious a work is can lead only to endless contradictions and 
critical anarchy. 
Finally, we must also question the exclusion, on the grounds that 
only one such text calls itself a fabliau, of works inserted into 
collections (from the [sopets to Marie's lois to the Disciplina 
c/ericalis). From every point of view except self-nomination, a 
number of these stories are indistinguishable from the acknowledged 
fabliaux. For that matter, even the exclusion of works in prose 
appears to be an artificial distinction; it is a distinction we would 
surely not make in regard to the romance, in which the verse and 
prose compositions are considered variant forms, with definite 
historical and esthetic implications, but by no means distinct genres. 
While the present discussion may appear to be destroying a useful 
and accepted generic label without replacing it by anything concrete, 
there is good reason to expand the borders of the form. The label and 
the distinctions that go with it appear to be misleading and critically 
indefensible, and they are certainly more damaging than useful. They 
confine us to the study of an artificially limited number of texts, 
thereby excluding a large number which may be very similar and the 
study of which could be quite revealing. Critics need to be studying 
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themes, techniques, forms in medieval short fiction , rather than 
limiting themselves to a group of 70 or 140 specific texts chosen not 
because they resemble each other internally, but because they all 
contain a sing le word or, at best. share a single characteristic. 
What, then, is a fabliau - if it is anything? I once suggested that 
the modern form most closely related to the fabliau is the joke." I 
now think even that is too restrictive a parallel, because it too takes 
humour as the single necessary ingredient. An acceptable synonym of 
'fabliau' may instead be 'anecdote', for the term suggests the restricted 
form and content, while allowing for a range of intents and effects, 
from bawdy humour to amusing portraits and even (conceivably) to 
moral lessons. Rychner also offered a definition that has much to 
commend it 'de bonnes histoires a serv ir apres Ie repas'.14 The 
generality of that definition, or of the synonyms 'anecdote' or simply 
'story ' or 'short narrative intended for diversion', may appear to be 
their weakness, but is in fact their virtue. If there is indeed a fabliau 
genre, it is clearly not definable with absolute precision , and our 
definition should refl ect that generality. Humour may not be an 
essential component, but amusement, in a broader sense, is; the shift 
of emphasis suggested here (and in Rychner's definition), will let us 
include a number of entertaining and engaging texts which are not 
primarily comic and which may even contain a degree of moralizing. 
Of course, we can isolate other characteristics of the fonn, provided 
we recognize them as characteristics, and not as criteria on which we 
can construct a rigid definition. For example. as various critics have 
suggested, the comparative brevity and narrative simplicity of works 
contribute in important ways to the intended effect. Although not all 
fabliaux limit themselves to a single action, they do consist, at least, 
of closely related actions occurring within a restricted period of time. 
Brevity, temporal compression or delimitation. and economy of 
narration are thus important considerations (although these too are 
relative matters, for they may not enable us to distingui sh a long 
fabliau from a short romance, or any fabliau from a fai or a conte). 
Brevity imposes other demands , including the scarcity of detai ls 
concerning identity, geography, psychology; in short, all the details 
whose absence contributes importantly to the comic or other effect 
sought by authors of short narrati ves.l~ 
Finally, there is clearly a level of style, a regis,re, appropriate to 
the fabliaux. Frappier and, following him, Noomen have suggested 
that the fabliau and the fai appear to be mutually exclusive forrns.l6lf 
t 
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so, it is in part because of style and (One - except, of course, when 
the fabliau assumes a high style or a courtly lOne for comic or parodic 
purposes. 17 Although Jodogne's definition of fabliaux is awkward and 
open to question on more than one point, his reference to their ton 
trivial may identify an important characteristic of the genre.l~ 
Thus, a workable definition of a fabliau might be: a brief narrative 
text composed in a low or middle style and intended for amusement. 
That is not far removed (in spirit) from Rychner's definition, quoted 
above. But by expanding generic boundaries, it also raises the 
question of the fabliaux ' relationship to other form s, and especially to 
the conte or nouvelle. In fact, there is neither theoretical justification 
for. nor practical utility in, the distinction of fabliau and nouvelle 
(except, perhaps, as a simple fact of literary hi story or chronology); 
we might with justification speak si mply of 'short narrative' (or 
Kur zerziihlung, the term used by Tiemann and endorsed by 
Zumthor)." This suggestion has, of course, the disadvantage of 
complicating study of the fabliaux, because it ex pands the corpus 
considerably (although we do not seem to object to similar expansion 
in the romance form); but it may enable us to forget a number of 
quibbles and talk about such essential matters as how lexls work. The 
narrative economy, the desire to entertain, the necessity for the mot 
jusfe, in some cases the comic techniques - these are shared by a 
considerable number of works that call themselves fabliaux - and also 
by a considerable number that do not. Further distinctions (with the 
possible exception of chronological ones) appear to be pointless, 
unprovable, and ultimately groundless. 
Finally, it might be suggested that traditional approaches to the 
generic question pay insufficient attention to the periphery of the 
genre; that is, we should not neglect works that are somewhat unlike 
those of our central corpus, and we should not necessarily consider 
them quirks. It is perhaps not those works that are anomalous. but 
rather our conception of genre itself. While we tend to think of a 
genre as a containing entity, into which works somehow either 'fi t' or 
do not fit, perhaps we should see literature, in terms of its various 
forms, as a continuum, with works spread across its entire length, but 
clustered more or less heavily at certain sections. Instead of 'genre', 
the appropriate notion - at least for medieval literature - may be that 
of a 'nexus', a group of texts that resemble each other rather closely 
without excluding others. Their resemblance may be ultimately less 
important than the ex.tension of tax.onomic boundaries to include 
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other, less similar, texts. As experiences with the epic or the romance 
will show, the study of works situated on the periphery of a form is 
often both intrinsically valuable and practically instructive for an 
understanding of the very form on the periphery of which it is located. 
Moreover, once we study the peripheral texts, we often find that it 
was nothing more than critical prejudice that ever identified them as 
peripheral. Chretien de Troyes is taken, probably justly, as the finest 
writer of romance, but once we devote sufficient attention to other 
romances, we cease to assume that only a work by Chretien can serve 
as an adequate model for the genre. The result is that OUf conception 
of genre, and indeed of literature, becomes less narrow and parochial. 
There is clearly practical value in imposing narrower generic 
boundaries - editions of fabliaux, for example, must have some 
limits - but we should accept those limits as a practical necessity and 
convenience, not as a critical reality. 
In conclusion, the problem may be less our understanding of the 
word 'fabliau' than our understanding of genre itself. I am not 
suggesting that we purge our critical vocabulary of the term 'fabliau' 
- we need taxonomic distinctions, and if we stop calling these works 
'fabliaux', we will start calling them something else. But we should 
recognize that OUf terminology is no more than a convention, capable 
sometimes of facilitating. but just as often impeding. OUf 
understanding of texts. By devoting excessive attention to such 
matters, we risk expending our energies on problems that are 
peripheral to the real questions concerning the methods of short 
narrative fiction. The reality is that we need to study kinds of writing, 
and the methods of composing short fictional texts do not necessarily 
vary with the label given them by their authors - or by us. 
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